On the Role of Aromatic Side Chains in the Photoactivation of BLUF Domains†
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ABSTRACT: BLUF (blue-light sensing using FAD) domain proteins are a novel group of blue-light sensing receptors found in many microorganisms. The role of the aromatic side chains Y21 and W104, which are in close vicinity to the FAD cofactor in the AppA BLUF domain from Rhodobacter sphaeroides, is investigated through the introduction of several amino acid substitutions at these positions. NMR spectroscopy indicated that in the W104F mutant, the local structure of the FAD binding pocket was not significantly perturbed as compared to that of the wild type. Time-resolved fluorescence and absorption spectroscopy was applied to explore the role of Y21 and W104 in AppA BLUF photochemistry. In the Y21 mutants, FADH2−W* radical pairs are transiently formed on a ps time scale and recombine to the ground state on a ns time scale. The W104F mutant shows a spectral evolution similar to that of wild type AppA but with an increased yield of signaling state formation. In the Y21F/W104F double mutant, all light-driven electron-transfer processes are abolished, and the FAD singlet excited-state evolves by intersystem crossing to the triplet state. Our results indicate that two competing light-driven electron-transfer pathways are available in BLUF domains: one productive pathway that involves electron transfer from the tyrosine, which leads to signaling state formation, and one nonproductive electron-transfer pathway from the tryptophan, which leads to deactivation and the effective lowering of the quantum yield of the signaling state formation. Our results are consistent with a photoactivation mechanism for BLUF domains where signaling state formation proceeds via light-driven electron and proton transfer from the conserved tyrosine to FAD, followed by a hydrogen-bond rearrangement and radical-pair recombination.

BLUF† (blue-light sensing using FAD) domains constitute a new family of flavin-based blue light photoreceptors (1, 2). The BLUF domain represents a novel FAD-binding fold, which alters the activity of downstream effector domains or independent effector proteins. BLUF domains are found in heterotrophic bacteria, photosynthetic bacteria, and eukaryotic algae (2–4). The best characterized of these proteins is AppA from the purple photosynthetic bacterium Rhodobacter sphaeroides. AppA functions as an antirepressor of photoreceptor family. The red-shifted species is believed to correspond to the signaling state (6). Transient absorption experiments on the AppA BLUF domain have revealed that the formation of the signaling state is very rapid and that it takes place in less than 1 ns (8, 9). The structure of the BLUF domain shows a ferredoxin-like fold consisting of a five-stranded β-sheet with two α-helices packed on one side (10–15). The noncovalently bound isoalloxazine ring of FAD is positioned between the two α-helices. Figure 1 shows a close up of the FAD-binding pocket. Most residues conserved among BLUF domain sequences surround the flavin chromophore, with two critical residues for the light reaction, Y21 and Q63. FTIR experiments have indicated the formation of an additional hydrogen bond at the C4 carbonyl oxygen of the FAD with a nearby amino acid in the photoactivated state (16). Taking these results into account, Anderson et al. proposed that photoactivation may induce an ~180° rotation of the Q63 side chain, where it may form a new additional hydrogen bond to the flavin C4==O group. In addition to the conserved tyrosine, tryptophan at position 104 is conserved among BLUF domains. Remarkably, replacement of W104 with phenylalanine (W104F) in AppA results in a 1.5-fold increased quantum yield of the signaling state formation compared to that of the wild type (17).
observed that the removal of tyrosine by site-directed photocycle (aromatic side chains to FAD) would initiate the AppA photocycle (33, 34). In support of this hypothesis, it was observed that the removal of tyrosine by site-directed mutagenesis results in the inhibition of the photocycle (35, 36). However, no transient FAD radicals were observed in the photocycle of dark-state AppA (8). Strong evidence of photo-induced electron transfer in BLUF domains was provided by ultrafast experiments on the Shl1694 BLUF domain from *Synechocystis*, where blue-light absorption was followed by the sequential formation of anionic FAD$^-$ and neutral FADH radicals on a picosecond time scale, demonstrating that electron transfer followed by proton transfer constitutes the BLUF photoactivation mechanism, which finally leads to the red-shifted signaling state (37).

Important questions regarding the role of the aromatic residues near the flavin in the mechanism of BLUF photoactivation remain. The various X-ray and NMR structures give conflicting views of the hydrogen-bond patterns that connect the FAD with the conserved glutamine, tyrosine, and tryptophan and that define the activation state of the photoreceptor. The dark state was proposed, where Q63 was oriented with its side chain amino group donating hydrogen bonds to Y21 and N5 (as in Figure 1A) (10, 15) or with the amino group donating a hydrogen bond to C4=O and N5 (11, 12, 14). (AppA sequence numbering is used throughout this article.) Evidence from Raman and NMR spectroscopy favored the former (38, 39). Moreover, the conformation of the tryptophan differs significantly in the various structures, with proposals for a buried conformation at 3 Å edge-to-edge distance to FAD (10, 13, 15) or a solvent-exposed conformation at considerable distance from FAD (11, 12, 14).

In this study, the role of the aromatic residues at position 104 in AppA from *Rhodobacter* (*Rb.*) *sphaeroides* is investigated through the introduction of several amino acids substitutions at these positions by site-directed mutagenesis. We have characterized the structure of the W104F mutant with NMR spectroscopy and determined the photoactivation mechanism of the BLUF domains are discussed.

**MATERIAL AND METHODS**

**Strains and Growth Conditions.** Cloning was performed using *Escherichia coli* XL1-Blue grown in LB medium according to established protocols. Protein overproduction was performed in *Escherichia coli* M15 (pREP4) grown in production broth (PB: 20 g L$^{-1}$ tryptone, 10 g L$^{-1}$ yeast extract, 5 g L$^{-1}$ dextrose, 5 g L$^{-1}$ NaCl, and 8.7 g L$^{-1}$ K$_2$HPO$_4$ at pH 7.0). Ampicillin and kanamycin were used at 100 and 50 μg mL$^{-1}$, respectively.

**Site-Directed Mutagenesis.** The BLUF domain with the W104F mutation was constructed with the QuickChange site-directed mutagenesis kit (Stratagene, La Jolla, CA). pQEAppA$_{125}$ (36) was used as the template for the PCR reaction using the primers AppA W104F F, 5′-GCTTTGCGGGATTTT-ACATGAGCTTCCG-3′ and AppA W104F R, 5′-GCAGGAGAGCTGATGATAATCCCGCAAGC-3′.

The Y21 mutant samples were constructed with the QuickChange site-directed mutagenesis kit (Stratagene, La Jolla, CA). pQEAppA$_{125}$ was employed as the template for PCR, and the primer sequences were as follows:

AppA Y211 F CTGGTTTCTGCTGCATTGCGAC-CTGCGGCG,
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AppA Y21I R GCGCCAGGCTGCGAATGCAGCACGAG-GAAACCAG,
AppA Y21F G CTTGTTTCTGCTGTTTTCGACGCTG-GCCGCAG,
AppA Y21F R GCGCCAGGCTGCGAAAGCAGCACGAG-GAAACCAG,
AppA Y21C F CTTGTTTCTGCTGCTGAGCAGCAGCAGCAG-
AppA Y21C R GCGCCAGGCTGCGACGAGCACGAGCAGCAG-
AppA Y21C G GAAACCAG.

The double mutant was constructed by sequential mutation of Y21 and W104. All constructs were verified by sequencing (BaseClear, Leiden, The Netherlands).

Protein Production and Purification. AppAs125 mutants were expressed and purified essentially as described previously (40). Before proceeding with the nickel-resin purification, the cell-free extracts were incubated for 1 h on ice with a large molar excess of FAD. Purified proteins were dialyzed to 10 mM Tris-HCl at pH 8.0 and stored at 4°C. Purification of the samples was achieved using SDS–PAGE and using PHAST-System (Amersham Biosciences) and UV–vis spectroscopy. The flavin composition of each variant was determined by thin-layer chromatography (TLC) as described earlier (40).

Ultrafast Time-Resolved Spectroscopy. Time-resolved fluorescence experiments were performed with the synchroscan streak camera setup described earlier (41). The time-resolved fluorescence kinetics were recorded upon excitation at 400 nm at a power of 500 μW. Pulses of 100 fs duration were generated with a 50 kHz repetition rate using an amplified Ti:sapphire laser system (Vitesse-DUO-Rega, Coherent Inc., Mountain View, CA). Fluorescence was recorded with a right-angle detection geometry using achromatic lenses and detected through a sheet polarizer set at the magic angle (54.7°) with a Hamamatsu C5680 synchroscan streak camera and a Chromex 250IS spectrograph. The streak images were recorded with a cooled (−55 °C) Hamamatsu C4880 CCD camera. Streak camera images were obtained on a time basis of 500 ps and 2 ns and were simultaneously analyzed. The excitation wavelength was 400 nm, and the fluorescence was monitored in a spectral window from 460 to 650 nm.

 Femtosecond transient absorption spectroscopy was carried out with the 1 kHz Ti:sapphire-based regenerative amplification system described earlier (42). Pulsed 400 nm light, attenuated to 300 nJ, was obtained by using a frequency doubled output of the Ti:sapphire laser and was used as a pump. A white light continuum that was generated by attenuated to 300 nJ, was obtained by using a frequency doubling device. The pump beam was focused into the sample with a 1 m path length, and flowed by a peristaltic pump. The absorption of the sample was adjusted to 0.3 per mm. The absorption spectrum of the W104F sample was checked during the measurements to verify that the sample remained in the dark state. For the time-resolved fluorescence experiments, the Y21 mutant proteins were loaded onto a flow system of 2 mL volume, where the flow cuvette had a path length of 2 mm. The absorbance of the sample was adjusted to 0.07 per mm at 446 nm.

Data Analysis. The time-resolved fluorescence data recorded on time bases of 500 ps and 2 ns were simultaneously globally analyzed in terms of a sum of exponentials to obtain decay associated spectra (DAS). The femtosecond transient absorption data were globally analyzed using a kinetic model consisting of sequentially interconverting evolution-associated difference spectra (EADS), that is, 1 → 2 → 3 → ..., in which the arrows indicate successive monoexponential decays of increasing time constants, which can be regarded as the lifetime of each EADS. The first EADS corresponds to the time-zero difference spectrum. This procedure enables us to quantify the evolution of the (excited) state(s) of the system. In general, the EADS may well reflect mixtures of molecular states. To further unravel the pathways for transient intermediate formation that follow light absorption in the AppA mutants, a target analysis was performed in which a specific kinetic scheme was tested. With this procedure, the species-associated difference spectra (SADS) of pure molecular states are estimated. The instrument response function was fit to a Gaussian of 120 fs full width half maximum for the ultrafast transient absorption experiments and 6 to 13 ps for the time-resolved fluorescence measurements when conducted on the 500 ps and 2 ns time bases, respectively. The global analysis procedures described in this article have been extensively reviewed in ref 43.

NMR Spectroscopy. The AppAs125 W104F sample for NMR spectroscopy was ~1 mM in 20 mM d11-Tris buffer at pH 7.4. NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker AVANCE spectrometer operating at 500 MHz. 1D NMR spectra were acquired with 100 ms acquisition time and 2048 transients, and a spectral window of 16 ppm using the WATERGATE sequence for suppression of water resonance. Spectra were recorded at 290 K. The 2D NOESY spectra were recorded as 2048 × 256 points at 290 K, with a mixing time of 50 ms. The assignment of selected proton resonances was achieved by comparison with wild type spectra (39). Light excitation of the protein sample within the spectrometer was achieved using an argon laser in a previously described setup (44) with a light intensity of 150 mW, either continuously or pulsed for 400 ms once every 1.5 s.

RESULTS

AppA W104F. NMR spectra reveal several important features of the W104F mutant of the BLUF domain of AppA. Resolved peaks in 1D 1H NMR spectra appear almost identical to those of wild type AppA (Figure 2A) (13, 39). The high degree of similarity of these resolved peaks (including protein side chain, protein backbone amide, and FAD H3 resonances) indicates that the overall structure of AppA W104F is very similar to that of the wild type protein. Furthermore, in NOESY spectra of the AppA mutant W104F (Figure 2B), the intensity and chemical shift of NOEs to the side chain of Y21H, I79H, V88H, I79Hβ1, V88Hβ1,
and FAD H7) are almost the same as those in the wild type spectra and indicate that the local structure around this essential side chain is not significantly perturbed by the mutation of W104.

Illumination of the W104F mutant protein results in the same changes in 1D and NOESY spectra that were observed for the wild type protein (39), including the appearance of a resonance for the Y21 side chain hydroxyl proton (Figure 2, light spectra). Observation of this proton resonance is consistent with the formation of a hydrogen bond to the Q63 side chain oxygen in the light-induced signaling state and supports the model proposed by Anderson et al., where light absorption induces the flipping of Q63 (10).

Figure 3 shows the results from ultrafast transient absorption spectroscopy on the W104F mutant. The sample was excited at 400 nm, and the time-resolved absorbance changes were monitored over a wavelength range from 420 to 700 nm. The data were globally analyzed in terms of a kinetic scheme with sequentially interconverting species. Each species is characterized by an evolution-associated difference spectrum, EADS. Figure 3A shows the EADS, whereas kinetic traces at selected wavelengths are shown in Figure 3B and C. Four kinetic components were required in order to satisfactorily fit the data, with lifetimes of 1.9 ps, 111 ps, 731 ps, and a nondecaying component. A subpicosecond component present in the spectral evolution of wild type AppA and other BLUF domains (8, 37) could not be resolved as a result of a strong cross-phase modulation artifact. The first EADS with a lifetime of 1.9 ps (Figure 3A, black line) can be assigned to the hot singlet excited-state of FAD.
in wild type AppA (8). This EADS evolves in 1.9 ps to the next EADS (Figure 3A, red line), which has a lifetime of 111 ps and is attributed to the relaxed FAD singlet excited state, hereafter denoted as FAD*. It exhibits spectral features similar to the previous EADS with a small increase and a blue shift of the stimulated emission band, an increase of excited-state absorption around 500 nm, and a partial loss of a vibronic feature near 475 nm. The 111 ps EADS is spectrally similar to that of FAD* in solution (45), wild type AppA (8), and FMN* in the LOV2 domain of phototropin (9, 26).

The next EADS, which has a lifetime of 731 ps (Figure 3A, green line), has characteristics similar to those of the previous EADS but with a decrease of ground state bleach and stimulated emission and thus corresponds to the decay of FAD*. In addition, a shoulder around 490 nm has appeared. In the fourth EADS (Figure 3A, blue line), which did not decay on the time scale of the experiment, the ground state bleach and stimulated emission have largely vanished. Instead, an absorption peak near 490 nm is formed, which resembles the absorption difference spectrum of the long-lived AppA signaling state at 495 nm. Moreover, a weak, broad absorption band is observed in the spectral region between 550 and 700 nm, which is assigned to the flavin triplet state (FAD3). The overall spectral evolution of AppA W104F is similar to that of wild type AppA (8), whereas the observed excited-state lifetimes are slightly longer (111 and 730 ps vs 90 and 590 ps for W104F and wild type, respectively), as evident from time-resolved fluorescence experiments (17).

Comparison of the amplitude of the product formed in the last nondecaying EADS near 495 nm versus the amplitude of the ground state bleach of FAD* shortly after excitation (111 ps EADS) can be used as a relative measure of the quantum yield of the signaling state formation. In the W104F mutant, this ratio is 1.6 times larger than that in wild type AppA. The quantum yield of the signaling state formation in wild type AppA was previously shown to amount to 24% (8). Thus, the estimated quantum yield of the signaling state formation in W104F amounts to 38%, which is in good agreement with the 37% value determined by actinometric methods (17). Figure S1 in Supporting Information shows the results of a target analysis on the W104F mutant utilizing a kinetic model identical to that applied to wild type AppA (8).

**AppA Y21 Mutants.** Synchroscan streak camera experiments were performed to examine the FAD excited-state decay of the Y21 AppA mutants. A global analysis procedure applied to Y21I mutant data yielded four decay components of 7.5 ps, 45 ps, 354 ps, and 3.5 ns. Figure 4A shows the decay associated spectra (DAS) that resulted from the application of global analysis. Similar to wild type AppA and the Synechocystis Slr1694 BLUF domain, FAD* decays in a multiexponential fashion (8, 37). The 45 ps component is dominant with a decay amplitude of 0.41, with smaller contributions made by the 7.5 ps (amplitude 0.30) and 354 ps (amplitude 0.22) components. The longest component of 3.5 ns has the smallest contribution (amplitude 0.07) and probably follows from a minor fraction of free FAD, judged from the fluorescence maximum peaking around 530 nm. The DAS of the Y21C and Y21F mutants were similar and are shown in Figure S2 in Supporting Information, and the lifetimes and amplitudes are shown in Table 1. Kinetic traces detected at 505 nm near the maximum of the fluorescence emission of the Y21I, Y21F, Y21C, and W104F mutants and wild type AppA are depicted in Figure 4B. It is striking that the FAD* lifetime in all three Y21 mutants is much shorter than that in wild type AppA, where lifetimes of 25 ps, 150 ps, 670 ps, and 3.8 ns were observed. The dominant component in the wild type is 670 ps, whereas in the Y21 mutants, the second component (<55 ps) dominates the fluorescence decay.

To examine the photochemistry of the Y21 mutants in more detail, femtosecond time-resolved absorption spectroscopy was performed. The excitation wavelength was 400 nm. The EADS that result from the sequential analysis on Y21I are presented in Figure 5A, whereas kinetic traces (circles) at selected wavelengths are shown in Figure 5B–F along with the result of the global fit (solid lines). Six components were required for an adequate description of the time-resolved data, with lifetimes of 460 fs, 3 ps, 14 ps, 56 ps, 300 ps, and 5.8 ns. The 460 fs (Figure 5A, black curve) and 3 ps (Figure 5A, red curve) EADS were observed in wild type AppA as well and were ascribed to a mixture of initially created FAD S1 and S2 singlet excited states and to the hot FAD S1 excited state, respectively (8). The latter EADS evolves in 3 ps to the next EADS (Figure 5A, green curve), which has a lifetime of 14 ps. It can be assigned to the relaxed S1 singlet excited-state of the FAD chromophore, FAD*. This EADS evolves in 14 ps to the next EADS (Figure 5A, blue line), which has a lifetime of 56 ps. The
latter EADS shows a decrease of the stimulated emission band and an increase of absorption around 510 and 610 nm. The ground state bleach has slightly decreased compared to that of the previous EADS. Thus, the 56 ps EADS corresponds to a remaining fraction of FAD$^*$ and a significant contribution from another molecular species. In fact, this EADS is similar to that observed on the same time scale in the *Synechocystis* Slr1694 BLUF domain, where neutral flavin semiquinone radicals were shown to be transiently present (37). The temporal behavior of the radical species is shown in the kinetic trace at 606 nm (Figure 5E), where FAD$^*$ has an isosbestic point. The trace starts near zero, and on the time scale of picoseconds, the radical species gives rise to a positive signal, after which it decays to near zero on a (sub) ns time scale.

The evolution in 56 ps to the next EADS (Figure 5A, cyan line), which has a lifetime of 300 ps, corresponds to an almost complete loss of the stimulated emission band and partial loss of the ground state bleach. The induced absorption bands at 510 and 600 nm have remained. In the fifth EADS (Figure 5A, magenta line), which has a lifetime of 5.6 ns, the ground state bleach has largely disappeared, and an additional species with a broad absorption ranging from 500 to 700 nm is formed. On the basis of previous studies on flavins, the broad, positive signal of the long-lived component at wavelengths longer than 500 nm can be assigned to FAD$^T$. The species-associated difference spectrum of FAD$^*$ resulting from the kinetic trace at 606 nm (Figure 5E), where FAD$^*$ has an isosbestic point. The trace starts near zero, and on the time scale of picoseconds, the radical species gives rise to a positive signal, after which it decays to near zero on a (sub) ns time scale.

The evolution in 56 ps to the next EADS (Figure 5A, cyan line), which has a lifetime of 300 ps, corresponds to an almost complete loss of the stimulated emission band and partial loss of the ground state bleach. The induced absorption bands at 510 and 600 nm have remained. In the fifth EADS (Figure 5A, magenta line), which has a lifetime of 5.6 ns, the ground state bleach has largely disappeared, and an additional species with a broad absorption ranging from 500 to 700 nm is formed. On the basis of previous studies on flavins, the broad, positive signal of the long-lived component at wavelengths longer than 500 nm can be assigned to FAD$^T$. The final EADS of the Y21I mutant has low amplitude, which indicates that the majority of the neutral flavin semiquinone radicals return to the original ground state of oxidized FAD. Note that the lifetime of the final EADS, 5.6 ns, is uncertain as it decays on a time scale similar to the maximum time position of the setup’s optical delay line (4.8 ns).

It was shown before that mutation of Y21 inhibited the formation of the signaling state (35, 36). Consistently, the absorption band around 495 nm that corresponds to the signaling state formation is not observed in the present data on Y21I. The EADS and lifetimes that resulted from the sequential analysis of Y21I and Y21C are similar to those obtained with Y21I (results not shown). The lifetimes and spectral evolution roughly agree with those observed earlier by Dragnea et al. with the Y21F mutant (33), although no rigorous global analysis was performed in the latter work.

**Target Analysis on AppA Y21I: Identification of Transient FADH$^-$−$^*$ Radical Pairs.** The femtosecond transient absorption data on AppA Y21I mutants confirm that there is no direct formation of the long-lived signaling state from the electronically excited state but instead a transient formation of other product(s). At all times during the photoreaction, the time-resolved spectra consist of a mixture of multiple molecular species, that is, FAD$^*$ and, presumably, FAD radicals. To disentangle these contributions, we performed a target analysis of the time-resolved data. A detailed description of this method is provided in ref 43. Applying the target analysis will allow identification of the spectral characteristics of all species in the form of a species-associated difference spectrum (SADS), estimation of their lifetimes, and their connectivity. The kinetic model that we used in the target analysis to disentangle the contribution of the FAD$^*$ and other species is shown in Figure S3 in Supporting Information. It consists of seven compartments: FAD$^\text{hot}$, three FAD$^*$ species, a transient product Q, a transient product R, and the FAD triplet state FAD$^T$.

The decay of FAD$^*$ is highly multieponential in AppA mutants (see the streak camera data of Figure 4, and also note that stimulated emission from FAD$^*$ is present in the first four EADS in the sequential model in Figure 5). This is most likely caused by the presence of conformational substates in the dark, as revealed for wild type AppA by NMR spectroscopy (13). The heterogeneity in the FAD$^*$ decay is accounted for in the target analysis by assuming three compartments with different decay times but identical spectra, denoted as FAD$^*_{1-3}$. The SADS of FAD$^T$ was implemented from our previous experiment on wild type AppA (8).

The initially created hot S$^*$ of FAD cools in ~1 ps (rate constant $k_1$). Relaxation from FAD$^*_1$ and FAD$^*_2$ occurs primarily through Q. FAD$^*_3$ also has a relaxation channel (45%) to the ground state (rate constant $k_3$), whereas FAD$^*_3$ entirely decays to the ground state (rate constant $k_3$). From FAD$^*_{1,2,3}$, a small fraction undergoes intersystem crossing to FAD$^T$ at a fixed rate of $k_T = (5 \text{ ps})^{-1}$. Q decays to R by rate constant $k_6$ but is also allowed to generate FAD$^T$ by $k_5$ and to decay to the ground state by $k_7$. R entirely decays to the ground state. The rate constants and FAD-decay fractions, estimated from the target analysis on the Y21I mutants, are summarized in Table S1 in Supporting Information.

Figure 6A shows the species-associated difference spectra (SADS) of FAD$^*$, Q, R, and FAD$^T$ resulting from the kinetic modeling on the data obtained with the Y21I mutant. As expected, the SADS of FAD$^*$ (Figure 6A, red line) has the typical spectral shape of the singlet-excited state as determined previously for AppA (8) and as follows from the sequential analysis in Figure 5A. Decay of FAD$^*_1$, FAD$^*_2$, and FAD$^*_3$ takes place with time constants of 15, 69, and 315 ps, respectively. These values are in good agreement with the values obtained from the time-resolved fluorescence experiment shown in Figure 4A. The fractional contributions from FAD$^*_1$, FAD$^*_2$, and FAD$^*_3$ in the two experiments are nearly identical, with contributions of 34%, 34%, and 32% respectively, derived from the target analysis.

Upon decay of FAD$^*$, the Q species is formed, which lives for 290 ps. The SADS of Q (Figure 6A, blue line) has a broad absorption in the 480–650 nm region with peaks at 510 and 600 nm. This SADS resembles the absorption difference spectrum of a neutral semiquinone flavin radical observed in a number of flavoenzymes, FADH$^*$ (46), and it is observed in the photoreaction of the *Synechocystis* Slr1694 BLUF domain (37). We note that for an FADH$^*$ species,

---

**Table 1: Rate Constants and Fractional Contributions that Result from an Analysis of the Ultrafast Fluorescence Time-Resolved Data on AppA Mutants**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Y21C</th>
<th>Y21I</th>
<th>Y21F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$k_1$</td>
<td>(7 ps)$^{-1}$ F$^1$</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>(7.5 ps)$^{-1}$ F$^1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_2$</td>
<td>(50 ps)$^{-1}$ F$^2$</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>(45 ps)$^{-1}$ F$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_3$</td>
<td>(268 ps)$^{-1}$ F$^3$</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>(354 ps)$^{-1}$ F$^3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_4$</td>
<td>(4.2 ns)$^{-1}$ F$^4$</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>(3.5 ns)$^{-1}$ F$^4$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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the absorption amplitude of Q at 510 nm is relatively high as compared to that at 600 nm, which suggests a contribution of another molecular species absorbing in the 500 nm region. Tryptophanyl neutral radicals (W*) are known to have an absorption in this spectral region with an extinction coefficient of 3700 M$^{-1}$ cm$^{-1}$ (47, 48). Thus, the spectral signature of the Q species is consistent with that of a radical pair FADH$^-$−W$^*$. The R species is less straightforward to assign. Its SADS (Figure 6A, green line) features a ground-state bleach near 450 nm and an induced absorption near 500−520 nm, and it is essentially zero at wavelengths longer than 550 nm. It has a lifetime of 2 ns, after which it decays to the ground state. The ground state bleach near 450 nm indicates that R corresponds to a flavin species. Its spectral shape, with a low absorption to the red side of the oxidized flavin roughly corresponds to that of an anionic flavin semiquinone radical FAD$^-$ (49) to which it is tentatively assigned. The induced absorption near 520 nm has roughly the same amplitude as the ground state bleach near 450 nm and is significantly higher than that expected for anionic semiquinones. It is at a wavelength similar to that observed for the neutral semiquinone Q, which suggests that here too the tryptophanyl neutral radical W$^*$ may have a contribution. If this were the case, the proton coming off FADH$^*$ would have an acceptor different from W104.

Thus, application of target analysis on the Y21I mutant resulted in a separation of FAD*, a neutral semiquinone—tryptophanyl radical pair FADH$^-$−W$^*$, a putative semiquinone anionic radical FAD$^-$, and an FAD triplet state. Figure 6B represents a reaction scheme that Y21 mutants follow after blue-light excitation. We conclude that electron and proton transfer from W104 to FAD constitute the primary light-triggered events, leading to the formation of the radical pair FADH$^-$−W$^*$ with multiple time constants of 15 and 69 ps. From the present data, we cannot deduce whether electron, proton, or hydrogen transfer is the rate-limiting reaction. However, in wild type AppA and the Synechocystis Slr1694 BLUF domain, the excited-state lifetime was found to be insensitive to deuteration (17, 37), indicating that electron transfer to FAD constitutes the rate-limiting event; we presume that this is the case here as well. The radical pair largely recombines to the ground state via proton back-shuttling from the flavin to W104 or another acceptor in 290 ps, resulting in the anionic FAD$^-$ radical, which finally decays to the ground state in 2 ns. From FAD$^*$ and FADH$^*$, the flavin triplet state FAD$^T$ is formed at low yield at an intersystem crossing rate of (5 ns)$^{-1}$ and (3.7 ns)$^{-1}$, respectively. These dynamics are reminiscent of those observed in glucose oxidase, where light-driven electron/proton transfer and subsequent radical pair recombination among FAD and aromatic side chains was found to occur on time scales similar to those reported here (50). In contrast to glucose.

FIGURE 5: (A) Evolution-associated difference spectra (EADS) and their corresponding lifetimes resulting from the global analysis of ultrafast transient absorption experiments on the Y21I AppA mutant upon 400 nm excitation. (B) Time-resolved kinetic trace detected at 442 nm (○) upon 400 nm excitation, along with the result of the global analysis (−). Note that the time axis is linear from −15 to 120 ps and logarithmic thereafter. (C−F) Same as panel B, with detection at 524, 542, 606, and 700 nm, respectively.
oxidase, no stable, long-lived FADH$^+$ species could be generated in the Y21 mutants by anaerobic photoreduction (data not shown).

**Y21F/W104 Double Mutant.** Next, femtosecond transient absorption experiments were performed on the double mutant in which both aromatic residues in the vicinity of FAD were replaced by phenylalanine (i.e., the Y21F/W104F mutant). The EADS that result from the sequential analysis of the resulting data are shown in Figure 7A. Three kinetic components were required to fit the data, with lifetimes of 3 ps (thin solid line) and 1.6 ns (dashed line), and a nondecaying component (thick solid line). As with the W104F mutant (Figure 3), a subpicosecond component present in the spectral evolution could not be resolved as a result of a strong cross-phase modulation artifact. The first two EADS, with lifetimes of 3 ps and 1.6 ns, represent the unrelaxed and relaxed FAD singlet excited states, respectively. Strikingly, the FAD singlet excited-state lifetime of 1.6 ns in the double mutant is significantly longer than that in wild type AppA and 2 orders of magnitude longer than that in Y21 mutants. The nondecaying EADS can be assigned to the FAD triplet state ($^3$), which implies that upon excitation, FAD$^*$ only undergoes ISC to the triplet state and internal conversion to the ground state. In fact, the overall spectral evolution of the double mutant is very similar to that observed in the LOV2 domain of phototropin ($^{26}$). Thus, all light-driven electron-transfer processes in AppA are abolished upon replacement of Y21 and W104 by an amino acid with a less favorable midpoint potential for electron transfer to the flavin. The absence of additional intermediates demonstrates that Y21 and W104 are entirely and solely responsible for the initiation of the productive and nonproductive photochemistry of BLUF domains.

Figure 7B shows a kinetic trace recorded at 540 nm, the wavelength with maximal sensitivity to stimulated emission from FAD$^*$. Importantly, FAD$^*$ in the wild type and W104F and Y21 mutants decays multiexponentially, whereas in the double mutant, FAD$^*$ decays monoeXponentially with a time constant of 1.6 ns. This observation further supports our previous interpretation of the origin of the multiexponential decay of FAD$^*$ in wild type AppA ($^8$) and the Y21 and W104 single mutants (this work, vide supra). The slow time scale ($\mu$s–ms) exchange of the conserved Y and W residues between different conformational states ($^{13}$) very likely leads to subpopulations having variations in the distance between FAD and the aromatic residues, with an ensuing distribution of (fast) electron-transfer rates as a result.

**DISCUSSION**

We have characterized the photochemistry of AppA mutants in which the aromatic residues Y21 and W104 have
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**Figure 8:** Photoactivation scheme of the AppA BLUF domains, with a productive reaction pathway through electron/proton transfer from Y21 to FAD that results in the signaling state AppA_{red} and a nonproductive pathway via electron/proton transfer from W104 to FAD that leads to radical pair recombination to the original ground state on an ultrafast time scale. The intersystem crossing pathway to the FAD triplet state is also included.

been replaced by amino acids with a less-favorable midpoint for electron transfer to the flavin with ultrafast spectroscopy. We have demonstrated, utilizing NMR spectroscopy, that the structure of the W104F mutant is very similar to that of the wild type BLUF domain, in particular in the vicinity of the FAD chromophore. Despite the inability of Y21 mutants to generate the signaling state, a transient neutral semiquinone—tryptophanyl FADH^−−W^* radical pair appears, which recombines to the ground state on a nanosecond time scale, likely via a FAD^−− radical species. Previous studies on flavo enzymes revealed that light-driven electron transfer from aromatic residues to the flavin often constitutes their photochemistry\(^{(50, 51)}\). The redox properties of the flavin and the surrounding aromatic side chains define the driving force for electron transfer. Because phenylalanine and isoleucine cannot undergo redox chemistry under physiological conditions, W104, which is located at 3 Å from FAD (edge to edge) \(^{(10, 13)}\), most likely acts as the electron and proton donor in the Y21 mutants. This assignment was confirmed by the results on the Y21F/W104F double mutant, where blue-light excitation only results in direct electron transfer from FAD^* to FAD^T on a nanosecond time scale via intersystem crossing. Furthermore, replacement of these two aromatic residues results in complete suppression of the BLUF photochemistry. The W104F (single) mutant undergoes a photocycle and signaling state formation similar to that of wild type AppA, demonstrating that W104 is not required for AppA photoactivation. In the W104F mutant, the lifetime of the singlet excited state of FAD is prolonged, and the quantum yield of the signaling state formation is larger than that in the wild type, as reported earlier \(^{(14)}\).

The results from ultrafast spectroscopy for the Y21 and W104 mutants and wild type AppA can be rationalized in terms of the photostationary scheme depicted in Figure 8. Upon excitation of wild type AppA, two competing pathways for electron transfer to FAD^* are available to the system: (i) a productive pathway that involves electron and proton transfer from Y21 to FAD and that results in the formation of the long-lived signaling state, a view consistent with earlier work on the Slr1694 BLUF domain from *Synechocystis* \(^{(37)}\), and (ii) a nonproductive pathway, which involves electron and proton transfer from W104 to FAD, resulting in the transient formation of a FADH^−−W^* radical pair. This radical pair recombines to the ground state on a ps−ns time scale and thus forms a deactivation pathway that is decoupled from signaling-state formation. Upon removal of Y21, the long-lived signaling state is not formed, but photo-induced electron and proton transfer to the flavin still occurs from W104. In contrast, upon removal of W104, the signaling state is still being generated by photo-induced electron and proton transfer from Y21. The quantum yield for this process is increased because in this mutant the competing deactivation pathway provided by electron transfer from W104 has been eliminated. Upon removal of both Y21 and W104, all light-driven electron and proton-transfer processes are abolished, and FAD^* only decays by intersystem crossing to the triplet state and internal conversion to the ground state.

The observed electron/proton-transfer processes from W104 to FAD in the Y21 mutants and the competing electron-transfer deactivation pathway from W104 to FAD in wild type indicate that W104 must be located in close vicinity to FAD. Our results are consistent with a buried conformation of W104 as identified by X-ray crystallography and NMR spectroscopy by Anderson et al. and by Grinstead et al. \(^{(10, 13, 39)}\). Tryptophan fluorescence experiments on the Slr1694 BLUF domain indeed indicate such a buried conformation \(^{(15)}\). Other X-ray structures of BLUF domains have indicated a solvent-exposed tryptophan at a great distance from FAD \(^{(11, 12, 14)}\). No appreciable electron transfer on picosecond timescales is expected to occur in such cases.

The notion that light-induced electron transfer to the flavin can occur from either Y21 or W104 is consistent with results from NMR spectroscopy of the wild type \(^{(13)}\), Y21F \(^{(35)}\), and W104F proteins (this work). The similarity of their NMR spectra allows us to conclude that the overall structure of the W104F mutant is comparable to that of wild type AppA. Specifically, the distance from Y21 to the flavin in the W104F protein is about the same as that in the NMR and X-ray structures of the wild type protein \(^{(10, 13)}\). Therefore, the absence of W104 does not affect the structure of the residues involved in electron transfer. Our observation in the W104F mutant that Q63 flips (i.e., rotates its side chain amide group by 180°) upon illumination to form a hydrogen bond between its side chain oxygen and Y21OH is identical to the behavior in the wild type protein \(^{(39)}\) and provides strong evidence that even though W104 in the wild type AppA is available to hydrogen bond to Q63 in the dark, this hydrogen bond is not necessary for the formation of the light-induced signaling state. This hydrogen bond also appears unimportant for stabilizing the dark state conformation of the Q63 side chain. Thus, our results are consistent with a photo-activation mechanism for BLUF domains where signaling state formation proceeds via light-driven electron and proton transfer from the conserved tyrosine to FAD, followed by a glutamine flip, hydrogen-bond rearrangement, and radical-pair recombination \(^{(37)}\).

Although the occurrence of light-driven electron-transfer processes in wild type AppA and in several mutants are roughly additive, depending on the presence of Y21 and W104, the rates at which they proceed are clearly not. In the Y21 mutants, the FAD^* lifetime is an order of magnitude
shorter than that in wild type AppA, which indicates that the rate of electron transfer from W104 to FAD* is much faster than that in the wild type. However, the rate of radical-pair recombination appears to be faster in wild type as compared to that in the Y21 mutants because no transient radicals are observed in the photoreaction of the former (8). These phenomena may stem from an alteration of the redox potential of FAD or decreased donor–acceptor distances upon removal of Y21. An altered donor–acceptor distance upon removal of Y21 is supported by NMR spectra of Y21F (35), which is missing upfield-shifted aliphatic resonances. These resonances were assigned in the WT protein to I79 and I37 side chain aliphatic protons (13), which pack tightly against the isoalloxazine ring of the flavin. Disappearance or shifting of these resonances indicates that the packing of the flavin in the core of the protein has been disturbed, which could also lead to a reduction in the distance between the flavin ring and the W104 side chain, thereby allowing faster electron transfer in the Y21 mutants. It is probable that the Y21F protein has lost a hydrogen bond from the Q63 side chain to flavin N5. This would have the effect of a blue-shift of the UV–vis absorbance spectrum, which is observed in absorbance spectra of the Y21F mutant (35, 36). Loss of the N5 hydrogen bond also would alter the redox potential of the flavin and therefore would alter the kinetics of electron transfer from nearby W104. Additionally, the loss of rigid packing between the flavin ring and the helices could allow a reduction in the average distance between the flavin and W104 side chain, thereby allowing faster electron transfer in the Y21 mutants.

The observation that the quantum yields of signaling state formation in wild type AppA and the W104F mutant are not 100% implies that deactivation processes other than those described above must be active in the AppA BLUF domain. In the *Synechocystis* Slr1694 BLUF domain, it was observed that charge recombination following initial electron transfer from the conserved tyrosine (i.e., electron back-transfer from FAD*) leads to a loss of ~50–60% of the productive radical pairs FADH–*Y* (37). We suppose that a similar phenomenon occurs in AppA.

CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we have shown that both Y21 and W104 act as electron and proton donors to FAD in the AppA BLUF domain and its mutants. In wild type AppA, a competition between electron transfer from Y21 and W104 to FAD underlies productive and nonproductive reaction pathways, respectively. Removal of W104 does not noticeably alter the local structure around the FAD chromophore, but eliminates the nonproductive electron-transfer pathway, and the quantum yield of signaling state formation is increased accordingly. The removal of Y21 results in impairment of the photocycle, but transient formation of a FADH–*W* radical pair occurs on the ps time scale, which recombines to the ground state on the ns time scale. Removal of both Y21 and W104 abolishes all light-induced electron-transfer processes, demonstrating that these two aromatic residues are responsible for the initiation of all of the photochemistry of the BLUF domain. Finally, our results are consistent with a buried conformation of W104 in close vicinity to FAD in (dark state) wild type AppA and in the Y21 mutants.

SUPPORTING INFORMATION AVAILABLE

Kinetic model and resulting SADS of a target analysis on time-resolved absorption data from the W104F mutant; DAS from streak camera experiments on the Y21F and Y21C mutants; kinetic model applied for target analysis of time-resolved absorption data from the Y21I mutant; and a Table with resulting rate constants and branching fractions. This material is available free of charge via the Internet at http://pubs.acs.org.
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